ABSTRACT Human health has become a social and personal focus. Targeting the problems of the heterogeneity and randomness of crowd samples, diversity of health features and randomness of health feature values, an intelligent cognition method of human health states based on a variant knowledge granularity feedback mechanism is explored in this paper to imitate the human cognition process with repeated comparison and inference, and evaluate the human health state quickly and accurately. First, an intelligent cognition model of human health states with interconnection between the granularity decision layer, training layer, and cognition layer is proposed, and the corresponding variant knowledge granularity feedback mechanism is established. Second, based on bag of words, latent semantic analysis, and entropy, the estimated index of uncertain health states and the regulative index of knowledge granularity are constructed. Third, based on the proposed model and indexes, the optimal feedback cognition of human health states with variant knowledge granularity is achieved in the sense of pattern classification. Finally, for the collected bioelectrical impedance signals of random crowd samples, the simulated experiment has been carried out to validate the proposed method. Experimental results indicate that our method can effectively improve the accuracy of human health states compared with the existing open-loop methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Human health is a focus of social and personal concern [1] , [2] . The cognition of human health states is extremely complex. As the continuous improvement of people's understanding of the health connotations and modern medical technology, the cognition of human health states with the application of pattern recognition has become a research focus in medicine and health fields [3] - [6] . A human health assessment system is established by applying the analytic hierarchy process(AHP) in [3] . A low-complexity algorithm ECG feature extraction algorithm applied in remote cardiovascular disease monitoring is proposed in [4] . The effectiveness and superiority of artificial neural networks in decision support for cancer diagnosis are demonstrated by practical examples in [5] . A novel wearable system based on a comfortable t-shirt with integrated fabric electrodes and sensors able to acquire electrocardiogram, respirogram, and body posture information for bipolar disorders recognizing mood states is put forward in [6] .
Bioelectrical impedance is rich in health and disease information with a noninvasive, harmless, convenient, cheap detection process, and thus it has received widespread attention for the achievement of targeted health intervention by establishing a scientific and objective evaluation system via bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) [7] , [8] . An AHP intelligent model for human health assessment based on the bioelectrical impedance measurement is established in [9] . It is noted that the impedance value of a malignant breast tumor is lower than that of the surrounding normal tissue in [10] , and thus the bioelectrical impedance-based diagnosis method of breast cancer is proposed. A new BIA-based risk classification of dengue hemorrhagic fever is introduced in [11] . The advantages of the multi-frequency BIA-based method in the chemotherapy process for colorectal cancer patients compared to the magnetic resonance imaging-based estimation of the fat-free mass method are noted in [12] .
Granularity analysis theory is currently widely used as a new research direction [13] . A new rough-fuzzy model for pattern classification based on granular computing is described to carry out a test of remote sensing image processing and recognition in [14] . A multi-level knowledge mining-based concept learning system is constructed with the combination of information theory and granular computing in [15] . The adaptive granularity selection of the classification system and the integration of the learning system model with variant granularity are achieved by the classifier training within multi-granularity in [16] . A multi-granularity representation method for off-line handwritten Chinese characters is explored in [17] . However, the traditional open-loop pattern recognition method usually represents knowledge and obtains solution result at the same knowledge granularity level, which does not conform to the characteristics of repeated comparison and inference for human cognition. In fact, the human brain repeatedly compares objects and their own corresponding knowledge according to certain indicators until the cognitive error is small enough. In other words, under the condition of a finite domain, different samples have inconsistent applicability to features, which gives the features represented in different knowledge granularity levels different classification performances. Therefore, the traditional open-loop method lacks credible evaluation of classification results.
A novel intelligent cognition method of human health states based on variant knowledge granularity feedback mechanism is explored in this paper. First, an intelligent cognition model of human health states is constructed by describing its structure and giving the corresponding variant knowledge granularity feedback mechanism. Second, based on information theory, BoW, LSA and entropy, the semantic information system of health states cognitive error is constructed to build the estimated index of uncertain health states with a determined knowledge granularity; the knowledge granularity error and the change rate of knowledge granularity are defined to be the regulative index of knowledge granularity to provide a quantitative standard for the variant knowledge granularity feedback mechanism in the intelligent cognition of human health states. Third, based on the proposed model and indexes, the optimal feedback cognition of human health states with variant knowledge granularity is achieved in the sense of pattern classification, for which the body composition [18] , visceral fat [19] and physiological information are used to build the multi-dimensional health feature space, and the cloud model is applied to construct the health state classifier; then, the calculation model for intelligent cognition of human health states based on a variant knowledge granularity feedback mechanism is put forward. Finally, simulation experiments are carried out with random crowd samples. Experimental results show the feasibility and effectiveness of our intelligent measurement method compared with the existing open-loop algorithm.
II. THE INTELLIGENT COGNITION MODEL OF HUMAN HEALTH STATES BASED ON A VARIANT KNOWLEDGE GRANULARITY FEEDBACK MECHANISM
In view of the heterogeneity and randomness of crowd samples, diversity of health features and randomness of the feature value and to imitate the intelligent human cognition with repeated comparison and inference, a type of intelligent cognition model of human health states based on a variant knowledge granularity feedback mechanism is constructed, which is able to collect and process health information selectively and hierarchically according to cognitive needs from coarse to fine. The feedback idea in control theory is combined in the proposed model to adaptively adjust the knowledge granularity through the estimation of uncertain health states to mine and represent the health features in multi-granular levels, and thus repetitive cognition for the health state with random samples from global to local and from macro to micro is realized in the sense of pattern classification.
A. FRAMEWORK OF THE INTELLIGENT COGNITION MODEL
The intelligent cognition model of human health states based on variant knowledge granularity feedback mechanism is shown in Fig. 1 . A three-layered interconnected structure comprising granularity decision layer, training layer and cognition layer is adopted. The behavior process of human cognition with repeated comparison and inference is fully imitated, and the knowledge granularity is regulated through the estimation of the uncertain health state to update and optimize the health feature space. Therefore, the intelligent cognition mode of human health states with hierarchical closed-loop from global to local and from macro to micro is realized. The framework and function of each layer are summarized as follows.
1) GRANULARITY DECISION LAYER
Based on the prior knowledge, the decision instruction for the health state cognition demand is respectively issued to each layer and each section. Moreover, based on the feedback information from the cognition layer, the knowledge granularity is adjusted optimally and the knowledge granularity decision instruction is issued to the training layer to realize multi-granular hierarchical mining and representation for the health feature.
2) TRAINING LAYER
Based on the decision instruction for the cognition demand of health states and the knowledge granularity regulation, the health feature space is obtained with a determined knowledge granularity. The decision information system for human health states cognition with random samples is optimally built, and the classifier parameters for health states are gained VOLUME 5, 2017 to provide a knowledge base for the calculation of the cognition layer.
3) COGNITION LAYER
Based on each uncertain solution result acquired from the training layer, the deviation between the uncertain health states for random testing samples and their targets with a determined knowledge granularity are obtained to realize the credibility estimation of uncertain health state in the sense of pattern classification. Those solution results satisfying the decision conditions are the final output, and the remaining testing samples and their various calculative results are fed back to the granularity decision layer to provide a quantitative criterion for knowledge granularity regulation.
B. THE VARIANT KNOWLEDGE GRANULARITY FEEDBACK MECHANISM
Unlike the traditional open-loop structure, the variant knowledge granularity feedback mechanism is introduced in our intelligent cognition model of human health states. The heuristic feedback information is obtained through the estimation and the rule reasoning of uncertain health states to adaptively regulate the knowledge granularity, and then multi-granularity and layered closed-loop intelligent cognition of human health states with a random dataset is implemented.
1) MECHANISM OF THE TRAINING LAYER
According to the structure and function of the training layer, as well as for the input training dataset, the following steps are implemented in the training process.
i. Preprocess the training dataset and extract the feature to map the health knowledge from the sample space to the multi-source feature space. Then, the real health state labels of the training dataset are added to establish the decision information system for human health states cognition.
ii. According to the knowledge granularity given by the granularity decision layer, the range of each dimensional feature of the training dataset are segmented and normalized to obtain the granulated decision information system. iii. Apply the feature selection algorithm based on entropy theory [20] to remove redundancy and related information to construct a simple decision information system for human health states cognition with a determined knowledge granularity. iv. Construct a classifier suitable for the current cognition process to obtain the cognition rule and then complete the training process.
2) MECHANISM OF THE COGNITION LAYER
According to the training process and for the input testing dataset, the cognition process comprises the following steps. 
3) MECHANISM OF THE GRANULARITY DECISION LAYER
According to the reconstructed testing dataset and its corresponding calculation results of health state cognition deviation feedback from the cognition mechanism, obtain the decision instruction for knowledge granularity regulation through reasoning and calculation and send it to the training layer to achieve repeated cognition of the human health states. The regulating rule of knowledge granularity is as follows. Based on the acquired deviation information for health state cognition of the previous cognition process, judge the validity of the current knowledge granularity level for health state cognition with the testing dataset, that is, determine whether the previous knowledge granularity regulation has overshot in the current cognition process.
i. If so, calculate the knowledge granularity for the next cognition process according to the current regulating law of knowledge granularity.
ii. If not, update the regulating law of knowledge granularity and re-cognize the remaining testing samples with the new knowledge granularity.
iii. If there is a small enough deviation of the size for knowledge granularity regulation between before and after the update of the regulating law of knowledge granularity, then calculate the knowledge granularity for the next cognition process with the current updated regulating law of knowledge granularity.
III. CALCULATION INDEX SYSTEM A. DECISION INFORMATION SYSTEM AND EQUIVALENCE RELATION
Based on information theory [17] , the decision information system for human health states cognition can be built as S = (U , A, V , f ), where U = {U 1 , · · · , U n } is the training dataset with random people, U i (i ∈ [1, n] ) is the ith training sample, n is the number of training sample, 
For training samples U˜i and Uˇi, whereĩ,ǐ
U˜i and U˜i are equivalent about A. That is the equivalent relationship. Therefore, based on the above equivalent relationship, U can be divided into the quotient set
where each element in R A represents the equivalent class consisting of all training samples with the same feature value in A, θ is the equivalence class number, and all elements in R A are indistinguishable about A.
Suppose the current cognition number is w, based on the knowledge granularity G w given from the granularity decision layer, the health feature range of the training dataset can be granularly segmented and normalized mapped to obtain the granulated decision information system for human health states cognition S w = (U ,C(w) D) to achieve the granular representation of health knowledge in the wth cognition process with the knowledge granularity G w , wherẽ C(w) = {C 1 (w), · · · ,Cm(w)} is the granular health feature space of the training dataset in the current cognition process, C˜j(w)(j ∈ [1,m]) is thejth health feature vector,m is the dimension ofC(w),m = m (which shows that there is the same dimension of the knowledge space before and after granulation), and w is the current cognition number.
Thus, respectively divide the dataset U aboutC (w) and D, and then the quotient set
respectively denote each equivalence class in RC (w) and R D and p and o respectively denote the equivalence classes number in RC (w) and R D .
According to the granularity analysis theory, the knowledge granularity G w of the current S w can be expressed as
About (1), for the S w consisting of n training samples, objects are represented by the coarsest cognitive knowledge, which implies that G max = 1 and p = 1, while the finest cognitive knowledge implies that G min = 1/n and p = n.
To remove the redundant and the irrelevant information, the feature selection algorithm based on entropy theory [20] is adopted in this paper to optimize the feature spaceC(w) in S w = (U ,C(w) D). Then the the simple decision information system for human health states cognitionS w = (U , B(w) D) in the wth cognition process with the knowledge granularity G w can be obtained with a separable knowledge, where B (w) = B 1 Regarding the feature selection algorithm, readers may refer to our previous work [20] for details.
Therefore, the matching rule w for health state cognition can be gained by constructing the health state classifier of the training dataset in the wth cognition process with the knowledge granularity G w .
B. SEMANTIC INFORMATION SYSTEM OF THE HEALTH STATE COGNITIVE ERROR
To solve the problem of lacking credible evaluation in traditional open-loop health states cognition, based on the uncertain health state obtain with a determined knowledge granularity, the semantic information system of the health state cognitive error is built by using BoW and LSA [21] in this paper to receive the deviation information for cognition. Therefore, the representation of health knowledge with a determined knowledge granularity is mapped from feature space to semantic space to evaluate the uncertain health state from the statistical perspective and to optimize the performance from the perspective of pattern classification.
Based onS w = U , B(w) D and w , the feature space of the testing dataset Y = {Y 1 , · · · , Y d } that is necessary for matching in the wth cognition process with the knowledge granularity G w can be established as
where t, * (w) is the simple feature vector of the tth testing sample Y t and t ∈ [1, d] .
By matching (w) with w , the uncertain health state
T of Y in the wth cognition process with the knowledge granularity G w can be obtained, where O t,w is the uncertain health state of Y t .
Suppose there is a simple decision information system for human health states cognitionS w = (U , B(w) D) constructed by the wth cognition process with the knowledge granularity G w , thek dimensional latent semantic space of U and Y in the current cognition process is obtained as
where
and k is the semantic space parameter.
Thus, the correlation between the health feature vectors is stored in the latent semantic space, regardless of whether there is a common word. Therefore, the r-dimensional health feature space B(w) and (w) in the wth cognition process with the knowledge granularity G w can be conceptually represented by the k-dimensional latent semantic space S U (w) and S Y (w). Here, k is determined by traversal search for the optimal solution of the current cognition process. Namely, for k from k min to k max , the corresponding k with maxd k is determined as the optimal semantic space parameter of the current cognition process, where d k is the number of decision samples, and let d k ← 0 at the beginning of the cognition process in each knowledge granularity level.
Based on S U (w) and S Y (w), the semantic information system of the health state cognitive error for the testing dataset can be established according to the gained uncertain health state to obtain the deviation information between the uncertain health states and the target.
Given S U (w) and S Y (w) in the wth cognition process with the knowledge granularity G w , the corresponding latent semantic space of the lth health state to the uncertain health state O t,w of the testing sample Y t in the current cognition process is U ,l (w), the semantic matrix of the health state cognitive error for Y t in the current cognition process can be obtained as
At this point, from (5), the semantic information system of the health state cognitive error for Y in the wth cognition process with the knowledge granularity G w is constructed as
where t,w = (U t,l , M l t,w ) is the semantic information system of the health state cognitive error for sample Y t in the current cognition process, and U t,l is the n l dimensional semantic domain of the health state cognitive error between the sample Y t and the corresponded training samples with the same class (the lth class) as its current uncertain health state.
C. THE ESTIMATED INDEX OF UNCERTAIN HEALTH STATES
From [21] , in the case of testing sample Y t , the quotient set U t,l /M l t,w = {E 1 (w), · · · , E h (w)} can be gained by dividing U t,l about M l t,w based on the equivalence relation,
is the vth equivalent class of U t,l /M l t,w and h is the equivalent class number. The more there are elements in U t,l /M l t,w , the greater the uncertainty of the current t,w , the greater the deviation of the corresponding dimension between Y t and the training samples with the same class(the lth class) as the current uncertain health state of O t,w , the lower the credibility of its uncertain health state.
Therefore, based on [21] , the semantic α-entropy of the health state cognitive error and the semantic α-entropy sequence similarity of the health state cognitive error can respectively be the evaluation index to measure the uncertainty and credibility of the uncertain health state for the testing dataset to reflect the deviation between the uncertain health state and the target to judge the performance for the health state cognition process in a determined knowledge granularity.
The semantic α-entropy of the health state cognitive error for the testing dataset Y in the wth cognition process with the knowledge granularity G w is
where H α t,w is the semantic α-entropy for Y t in the current cognition process, t ∈ [1, d], α is a real number, and α > 1.
, that is, the smaller α is, the closer the range of H α t,w is to [0, 1]. For a given α, the elements in H α w represent the cognitive error of each testing sample in the current cognition process, and the smaller H α t,w indicates that the cognitive error for Y t in the current process is smaller and vice versa.
The semantic α-entropy sequence similarity of the health state cognitive error for Y between the wth and w − 1th cognition process with the knowledge granularity G w and G w−1 is
where t,w is the semantic α-entropy sequence similarity of the health state cognitive error for Y t between the two cognition processes, w = γ +1, · · · , Td 1 , γ is the dimension of the α-entropy sequence that is orderly supported based on fuzzy similarity [22] , and Td 1 is the cognition number threshold.
Regarding H α w and w , readers may refer to our previous work [21] for details.
D. THE REGULATIVE INDEX OF KNOWLEDGE GRANULARITY
For the previous w cognition processes, the semantic α-entropy matrix of the health state cognitive error for the testing dataset Y can be constructed as
where the elements in vector H t,w continuously represent the semantic α-entropy of the health state cognitive error of Y t for the previous cognition process. In this manner, suppose there is the wth cognition process with the knowledge granularity G w , as the given note 1, · · · , w, the cubic spline interpolation function of the matrix H can be calculated as
T , where Q t (w) is the cubic spline interpolation function of vector H t,w , t ∈ [1, d] . Thus, the discrete matrix H can be equated with the continuous function Q (w). Subsequently, the average curvature of the matrix H at the node w can be estimated asK
T according to the characteristic of the continuous function, where the average curvature of vector H t,w at node w is
To realize the mechanism for knowledge granularity estimation with information interaction, which simulates the human cognition process with repeated comparison and inference, the knowledge granularity error is defined in this paper to be the reasoning index for knowledge granularity estimation to judge the effectiveness of the current knowledge granularity for health state cognition with the limited dataset.
Definition 1: Knowledge granularity error. Suppose the average curvature of the semantic α-entropy matrix H in the wth and the w−1th cognition processes for the testing dataset Y is respectivelyK (w) bandK (w − 1) so that the arithmetic mean of the difference between the corresponding element inK (w) andK (w − 1) is the knowledge granularity error of the wth cognition process with the knowledge granularity G w , which is denoted as ϒ w , and its calculation method is as follows:
where w > 2, ϒ t,w =K t (w) −K t (w − 1) is the knowledge granularity error of the testing sample Y t in the current cognition process, and ϒ 1 = ϒ 2 = 0. As the non-uniform knowledge granularity transformation is more in line with the human cognitive characteristics, with regards to this, a simple power function is taken as the basis function, and the mean of the sum of every element in H α w is taken as the independent variableH α w = mean(sum H α w ) to construct a function cluster for the change rate of knowledge granularity. Then the change rate of knowledge granularity is defined to be the decision index for knowledge granularity regulation to obtain the quantitative criteria for hierarchical optimization.
Definition 2: Change rate of knowledge granularity. Suppose there is the wth cognition process with the knowledge granularity G w and the calculatedH α w ; then, G w+1 is called the change rate of knowledge granularity for the w+1th VOLUME 5, 2017 cognition process, and its calculation method is as follows:
Based on G w+1 , the knowledge granularity in the w+1th cognition process can be calculated as: (13) where
Here, G w+1 is proportional toH α w , which indicates that there is a greater uncertainty in the current semantic information system of the health state cognitive error with the largerH α w , such that the knowledge granularity is needed to significantly regulate and vice versa. In addition, G w+1 decreases with the increase of w, which means that G w+1 tends to be stable with the iteration for the sameH α w , that is, the knowledge granularity regulation enters the fine-tuning state, which is closer to the sensory characteristics of human cognition from macro to micro.
IV. THE INTELLIGENT COGNITION SYSTEM OF HUMAN HEALTH STATES BASED ON A VARIANT KNOWLEDGE GRANULARITY FEEDBACK MECHANISM
Targeting random crowds, an intelligent cognition system of human health states based on a variant knowledge granularity feedback mechanism is given in this paper. The human body composition model, visceral fat model and human physiological information are used to map the collected bioelectrical impedance signals to a multi-dimensional health feature space, the cloud model is applied to construct the health state classifier to obtain the solution results of the uncertain cognition process, and finally the calculation model for intelligent cognition of human health states based on a variant knowledge granularity feedback mechanism is put forward.
A. BIOELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE OF THE HUMAN BODY
Based on BIA, the segment measuring method with 8 electrodes [3] is used to collect the bioelectrical impedance of the human body. Namely, four pairs of electrodes were placed on human limbs, each pair including a stimulating electrode and a detecting electrode. Each stimulating electrode is provided a current with different frequency and magnitude. The bioelectrical impedance of the limbs, torso and the entire body, such as Z LA , Z RA , Z LL , Z RL and Z A , are calculated according to the voltage value obtained from every detecting electrode.
B. DECISION INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR HUMAN HEALTH STATE COGNITION
According to the above mentioned input impedance signals measured from n human body samples, the human body composition analysis model and the visceral fat calculation model are used to obtain the health features of the human body composition [19] and visceral fat values [18] , e.g., total body water (TBW), body fat content (BF), intracellular fluid (ICF), extracellular fluid (ECF), intracellular/extracellular fluid ratio (I/E), body mass index (BMI), protein content (BP), basal metabolism (BMR) and so on. In addition, considering the heterogeneity of samples, human physiological information that is easy to obtain, such as sex, age, height, weight, blood pressure, and heart rate is added to construct the multi-source health feature space C. In this manner, the actual healthy states are the decision attribute D to build the decision information system for human health states cognition S = {U , C D}. Here, to simplify the calculation, the health states of random samples are divided into three classes consisting of ''health,'' ''sub-health,'' and ''disease,'' that is, u = 1, l = 1, 2, 3, and o = 3. For example, if the actual health state of U 1 is ''sub-health,'' then D 1 = {2}.
It is worth noting that human health states cognition is an extremely complex process, and even the state of ''sub-health'' and ''disease'' can be divided into several subcategories. In fact, based on the proposed intelligent cognition model, more detailed categories of human health states can be divided to achieve the progressive feedback cognition mode through the knowledge granularity adjustment.
C. CLOUD CLASSIFIER OF HUMAN HEALTH STATES
Human health state cognition can be regarded as a multi-attributed pattern recognition problem with multidimensional, multimodal, multi-index and multi-criteria, in which large uncertainty exists. Human health state cognition is suitable for qualitative judgment with language descriptions, while the health feature mapped from the bioelectrical impedance signal is a quantitative value. It is necessary to use appropriate technology to achieve the conversion between qualitative and quantitative data. The cloud model is an uncertain transformation model between qualitative description and quantitative calculation [23] . To solve the problem of fuzzy randomness for the multi-feature knowledge with random samples, a backward and normal cloud model is used to construct the cloud classifier of human health states. Then, the difficulty in health knowledge mining caused by a simple probabilistic distribution model is overcome and the boundary of knowledge is blurred to realize a soft division of health knowledge.
Based on the constructed simple decision information system for human health states cognitionS w = (U , B(w) D) in the wth cognition process with the knowledge granularity G w , the multi-dimensional particle cloud of health feature can be generated as
is the particle cloud model of the lth health state for a random training dataset. The expectation EX l , entropy EN l , and hyper entropy HE l of are respectively
In this manner, the classification method of the health states for the testing sample Y t in the wth cognition process with the knowledge granularity G w is shown as follows.
First, based on and t, * (w), calculate the cloudmembership µ t , which indicates that Y t belongs to every health state, and its calculation method is
where µ t,l indicates that the cloud-membership of Y t belongs to the lth health state, and
where Next, the lth health state corresponding to the case of max{µ t,l } is taken as the uncertain health state O t,w for Y t in the current cognition process.
Finally, the uncertain health state
for Y in the current cognition process can be obtained based on the above calculation method.
D. THE CALCULATION MODEL FOR INTELLIGENT COGNITION OF HUMAN HEALTH STATES BASED ON A VARIANT KNOWLEDGE GRANULARITY FEEDBACK MECHANISM
Based on the above sections of bioelectrical impedance collection, decision information system establishment for health state cognition and the corresponding cloud classifier construction, and according to the proposed intelligent cognition model, the calculation model for intelligent cognition of human health states based on a variant knowledge granularity feedback mechanism is given to realize the evaluation of health state by imitating the human cognition mechanism. The pseudo-code is shown in Algorithm 1.
V. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To validate the performance of the proposed method, according to the type of health states given in this paper, 540 people were selected to be in a samples database, including 30 samples from different sexes, age groups and health states, which were used to carry out the simulation experiments. 360 samples were randomly selected as the training dataset U , and the remained 180 samples were taken as the testing dataset Y for multiple bioelectrical impedance collection and human health states cognition experiments. There is no special requirement on the body size during sample selection to meet the randomness condition as much as possible. All the actual health state labels are completed by the professional medical A total of four collections were taken in two days to obtain the bioelectrical impedance. Namely, the first detection was taken after half an hour of rest, and the second detection was carried out 3 hours later. The third and fourth detections were completed on the second day as one day before. Take the impedance mean as the simulation input. The collected bioelectrical impedance of some samples in a sampling experiment is shown in Table 1 . According to the parameter analysis of our intelligent cognition model and after many experiments, Td 1 = 10, Td 2 = 0.9, and Td 3 = 0.005 are chosen as the iteration thresholds. Based on the experimental analysis, α = 3, γ = 2, e = 0.15SD[H t,w ] and g = 2 are chosen as the parameters of the index model for uncertain health state evaluation; here, please read [21] for details of γ , e, e and SD [H t,w ]. The semantic space parameter k of the health state cognitive error was traversal optimized during the previous cognition process, and the semantic space cannot be constructed when k ≥ r. Therefore, k min = 5 was chosen in this paper, and k max was determined according to (20) . Fig. 2 shows the knowledge granularity G w for different cognition number w, while other parameters are fixed. As shown in Fig. 2 , the knowledge granularity for the previous cognition process decreases and tends to be stable, which is due to the addition of w into G w . The larger the w, the smaller the regulation of knowledge granularity, even if the other parameters are the same. In addition, when w = 4, G 4 has two values; this is because ϒ 3 > 0 in the 4th cognition process caused by G 4 = 0.035 and G 4 = 0.6, which are calculated by (12) and (13) respectively, that is, the current knowledge granularity regulation is excessive. Therefore, G 4 = 0.018 is calculated, the assignment statement '' G 4 ← G 4 '' is performed, and then G 4 = 0.617 is calculated as the new knowledge granularity to re-execute the 4th cognition process. Since γ = 2, when w < 3, the adjacent two-dimensional semantic α-entropy sequence of the health state cognitive error is not supportable, and 3 can be calculated for the first time when w = 3. Therefore, the previous cognition process fails to make a decision for any testing samples, and the number of input testing samples in the current cognition process is d = 180. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that there is a maximal decision sample number max{d k } = 159 in the case of k = 9 in this cognition process, and then k = 9 and its corresponding parameters are determined to continue to the following program. Here, d k contains the decision testing samples with correct and incorrect cognition. Fig. 4 , the similar samples with the same health features are cognized with variant knowledge granularity and feedback so that increases with the increase of w in a certain range. When w < 3, the system is not output because it cannot support the 2-dimensional semantic α-entropy sequence of the health state cognitive error. When 3 ≤ w ≤ 7, increases obviously with the increase of w. When w > 7, the small adjustment of the knowledge granularity makes the health knowledge represented in the previous cognition process not very different, so is relatively stable. = 91.67% until w meets the threshold Td 1 = 10, which indicates that, in this experiment, 0.72% of the testing samples cannot satisfy the credibility threshold during the iteration but regard the last uncertain health state as the output of the final health state based on Td 1 .
To prove the effectiveness of our method, we compare the performance of several cognition methods. The openloop cognition method with a cloud classifier, SVM-based open-loop method [3] , BP neural network-based open-loop method [24] based on the same input bioelectrical impedance, closed-loop method with our intelligent cognition model, and Gaussian kernel SVM-based open-loop classification method [25] based on the same health feature of the meridian energy value for 52 human body points, are involved in the comparison. The average cognition accuracy ρ and average cognition numberw of some algorithms are listed in Table 3 . All the comparative results are expressed in mean ± standard deviation.
From Table 3 , we make the following observations:
i. The intelligent cognition method of human health states based on a variant knowledge granularity feedback mechanism is effective for BIA-based health evaluation, which is closer to the human cognitive mechanism of repeated comparison and inference than other open-loop methods. The variant knowledge granularity feedback mechanism proposed in this paper, which is interconnected between training, cognition, and granularity decision, obtains the heuristic information to regulate the knowledge granularity according to the estimation of uncertain health state to cognize the similar samples near the classification surface repeatedly. Therefore, the health knowledge is represented with multi-granularity, and the health feature space is optimized step by step in the sense of pattern classification to improve the system performance. Thereby, our method is superior to other open-loop methods. ii. The semantic space of the health state cognitive error, the estimated index of uncertain health state and the regulative index of knowledge granularity based on BoW, LSA and entropy measured the uncertainty and the credibility of the uncertain health states for the testing dataset from the aspect of statistics and provided the quantitative criteria for the variant knowledge granularity feedback mechanism. iii. The cloud classifier of human health states is constructed to fuzz the boundary of health knowledge to realize the soft division of the health index. Our classifier is more effective than the open-loop cognition method with other classifiers. iv. The segment measuring method with 8 electrodes used in this paper is simple, fast, noninvasive and reproducible. The low-dimensional impedance signals are converted into high-dimensional health features, and the effect of our cognition method with BIA is better than that with the meridian energy for human body points.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
An intelligent cognition method of human health states based on a variant knowledge granularity feedback mechanism is explored, and its feasibility and effectiveness are verified in this paper. However, human health states cognition is an extremely complex process. In fact, a more detailed division of health state categories should be obtained. In addition, the bioelectrical impedance is collected with a fixed frequency in this paper, while the frequency responses for different organs and health states are totally different. Therefore, it is the focus of further research to obtain the stable bioelectrical impedance signal with multi-frequency excitation and divide and cognize the health state progressively through the knowledge granularity regulation based on the variant knowledge granularity feedback mechanism to realize the health guidance efficiently, noninvasively and objectively. 
